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Peters Prattling
Treasurer Role
Many thanks to Ralph Hebron for stepping up and filling Bob’s shoes, I’m sure you will perform an excellent job.

ScaleModelWorld Important Update
For those club members who belong to IPMS, you may have noticed what looked like a throw away comment towards the
end of President Paul Regan’s article on page 2 referring to a restriction on the number of passes (4) to be issued for
setting up on Friday and Saturday morning. A question/concern about this was raised on the IPMS Forum and this is the
posted response to this.
To clarify the reasoning behind the decision to restrict the number of passes per group, the following response
was posted on our IPMS (UK) Society Business Facebook group. It explains why we've been forced to look at
introducing this restriction.
Hello Everyone
Seeing the various comments and questions popping up on this page, I wanted to take a little time to explain
and put some background to the decisions made by the EC regarding access to SMW this year, and to answer
a few of the direct questions.
Recent legislative changes mean that the responsibility (and liability) for pretty well all that happens at an
event is now being placed firmly on the organisers of the event and not on the venue itself. In simple terms
that means IPMS (UK) and those volunteers who organise and manage the event carry the can for anything
that goes wrong unless we can demonstrate that it was the fault of the venue – such as the roof falling in.
We've already seen two claims against model shows, one a few years ago and another this year so don't think
that this will never happen.
One aspect thrown up from our Risk Assessments is that we need to manage the number of people present in
the exhibition halls at times when the show is not open i.e. 9am to 6pm Saturday and 9am to 4pm Sunday,
whilst build up and break down occur. You can blame health and safety or insurance brokers, the venue or
whoever you feel appropriate, but it doesn't change the reality of the commercial environment in which we
operate the largest scale model show in the world.
The way we've chosen to implement the change is to introduce an additional 'exhibitor' wristband. These will
be issued on a scale of four bands per display group. With roughly 200 display groups present, four exhibitor
passes per group still equates to 800 people. There will also be all the volunteers helping to operate the show
in various ways who will of course have their own wristbands not from this allocation. Then there are those
traders who will have their own wristbands but are also members, so we reckon that there will be around 1200
plus IPMS UK members who will be able to gain access to the main halls – well over half the estimated
number of members attending.
Sorry that this has only been issued to everyone quite recently, but as with so many things we do it takes a lot
of time to get information, discuss it and turn it into an operational process.
For those with long memories, you will recall that we used to have a similar system of exhibitor passes in
place so this isn't a totally new concept for us. It is also fairly standard at many of the regional shows we
attend through the year although at those additional admissions usually need paying for of course.
Bluntly put, I doubt anyone commenting via this page will have much issue qualifying for and receiving an
exhibitor wristband.
All other IPMS members will need to collect the usual IPMS weekend wristband and will have access to the
show from 9.00am each day.
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Without wanting to go too far off topic, I'm starting to think that perhaps SMW is being thought of as a three
day event nowadays, but it simply is not that. Until 9am on Saturday morning, it is in “build up” and everyone in
the halls should be involved in this – be this in club displays, trade stands or the event as a whole – but I think
we've drifted more towards being effectively open from mid Friday afternoon, an issue we have been forced to
address.
Now to a little more detail which may help to clear up some issues – the full details will be distributed via the
exhibitor packs to each group, the next magazine and the website, but this may help a little in the meantime.
Friday: At this stage our intention is to restrict access to those who have an exhibitor wristband. We MAY relax
that restriction once the bulk of the vehicles have been removed from the exhibition halls but please don't
assume that will be the case. If you are there on Friday then you will be able to collect your standard IPMS
wristband (UK, or Overseas).
Saturday and Sunday morning: At this stage our intention is to restrict access to people with exhibitor
wristbands before 9.00am.
Sunday afternoon: After closure at 4pm, we will be operating a “limbo” period until 5pm for those without
exhibitor passes to pack up if necessary and leave, after which only those with exhibitor wristbands should
remain in the halls as full break down and vehicle access may start.
Kitswap and competition: given that these are now in the separate spaces off the foyer it will be possible to
drop off items on Friday and first thing Saturday without access to the main halls and thus needing exhibitor
wristbands – within the timings published for those areas of course.
Anyway to concluding on a more positive note, I don't think the restricted number of wristbands will have as
much impact as you might expect. It may require a little careful planning but it should be feasible to redistribute
the available bands such that all who need them to set up will get them.
Paul Regan (for the whole EC)
So, it looks like we will have to plan much more carefully how, when and who is going to setup the club stand. I’ve seen
other responses from the EC and they are adamant they have to make this change. Indeed at the Brampton show I saw
one of the EC being almost continually “pigeon holed” by various people and got the distinct impression it was about this
topic. I will let you know my feelings at the club meeting, perhaps not surprisingly they are not quite the same.

Asian Air Arms SIG
With the blessing and support of IPMS, I’m in the process of putting together a new Special Interest Group – “Asian Air
Arms”. Its aim is to attract those who are (or could become) interested in the air forces of Southern and Eastern Asia, since
1945. Twenty-six air forces in all will be covered, ranging from Mongolia to Sri Lanka, and from Afghanistan to Papua New
Guinea.
The core of the SIG will be an extensive website, provisionally bearing the address –

www.brianmgriffin1.wixsite.com/asianairarms

It brings together several different websites to create a unique on-line resource for aircraft modellers. As I write, data is
being added and it is nearing completion of Phase 1. Although still being “polished up”, the site is accessible to visitors right
now – please check it out. (I would recommend good places to start would be Pakistan or Cambodia.) You will see that the
pages feature:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Lists of all aircraft used by each of 26 Asian air forces (plus some Naval, Army and Coast Guards);
The kits that are available, in a variety of scales, to model each of these aircraft;
Extensive colour schemes and photos of most aircraft used by these air arms;
Highly-informative articles written by top aviation authors, such as Tom Cooper (e.g. Cambodian Air Wars);
Video clips of a/c in action;
Photos of members’ completed models;
Links to highly recommended sites that further build on specific Asian air arms.
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“Asian Air Arms” will be revealed to the modelling world at Telford next month and can be found on our IPMS South
Somerset club tables – please do come and have a chat, and see what an amazing variety of colour and aircraft types can
be modelled: from Thai Navy AV-8A to Sri Lankan Kfir; from Malaysian A-400 to North Korean Su-7UMK, and so on. “Asian
Air Arms” enables modellers to delve into a highly colourful and unexpected palette of colours and types – a welcome
change from grey, grey and more grey!
The first display of the SIG “Asian Air Arms” –“in its own right”- will be early in the New Year. By this time the website will
have completed Phase 2 of its growth and contain several most useful additional features – as well having corrected the
inevitable omissions/mistakes from Phase 1!
We would ask, therefore, if you would be so good as to bring this to the attention of your fellow modellers and encourage
them to visit the website; join up to the SIG (via the site); and/or come to meet us at Telford. Also tell them to look out for
articles concerning “Asian Air Arms” in Scale Aircraft Modelling, Airfix Model World and the IPMS Magazine at the end of
this month.
Thanks for your attention,
Kind regards,
Brian Griffin

Christmas Saturday Cafe
Janice from the church hall asked whether we would be interested/available to put on a display at the church hall on
rd
Saturday 3 December between 9:30 and 12:30 when they are holding a Café in aid of funds to go towards the
refurbishment of the hall.

Airfix 2017 New Toolings
Airfix have started to release their 2017 schedule for new tooled kits.

1/72nd Messerschmitt Me-262
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1/48th Supermarine Walrus

Club Apparel
As resurrected at the last meeting, if I get enough people interested in club clothing I can put together an order. The more
that the order contains the more likely the cost per item will come down. So far I have the following requests. Please
check and let me know if there’s anything wrong or missing before I place the order.
Club Member
Allen Roffey
John Huston
Bob Smith
Kevin Curley
Ralph Hebron
Steve Crust

Type
Sweatshirt
Polo shirt
Polo shirt
Fleece
Polo shirt
Polo shirt
Polo shirt
Sweatshirt
Fleece

Size
XXL
XXL
L
M
XXL
M
XXL
XXL
L
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Forthcoming Shows in 2016/2017
Shows with highlight have been booked for us to attend. If you wish to attend any of the shows with the club stand please
let me know so I can attempt to book space for the club.

2016
rd

October 23 (Sunday)
th

October 29 (Saturday)
th
th
November 12 & 13
(Saturday & Sunday)

th

November 20 (Sunday)

th

December 4 (Sunday)

Norex Show, William Loveless Hall, 85-87 High Street
Wivenhoe , Essex CO7 9AB
Gravesham Open Day, Medway Park Leisure Centre, Gillingham, Kent, ME7 1HF
Scale ModelWorld 2016, Telford International Centre, Telford, Shropshire, TF3 4JH
Aircraft Modelling World Record Attempt, Shuttleworth Collection, Old Warden
Aerodrome, Biggleswade, SG18 9EP
The Shuttleworth Collection have teamed up with IPMS Brampton Scale Model Club to
set a new scale modelling related Official Guinness World.
The official record attempt is ‘Most people constructing aircraft models’ and we aim to get
over 250 people to break the world record.
London Model Show, The Business Design Centre, 52 Upper Street, Islington, N1 0QH

2017
th

th

March 18 & 19
(Saturday & Sunday)
th
April 27 (Saturday)
th
May 13 (Saturday)
th
th
November 11 & 12
(Saturday & Sunday)

Peter

Southern Expo
IPMS Torquay & South Devon, Torquay Town Hall,
Lancing, Parish Hall, South Street, Lancing, West Sussex BN15 8AJ
Scale ModelWorld 2017, Telford International Centre, Telford, Shropshire, TF3 4JH

Robin‛s “Ruminations”

The problems of living and working in the digital age is that when the system crashes you find yourself well and truly up the
creek with no paddle. I have now find myself in this position both at work and home. My lap top which is now feeling as old
and decrepit as I am in the mornings (and it’s the machine I normally write most of my articles on) has decided to shut itself
down randomly due to overheating I think. Strike one!
My desk-top at home has been working perfectly well but then the nemesis of all things computerised struck it down without
mercy, my Wife. For some reason Adele can do for computers what Hitler did for world peace and although I don’t know
how or what she does to them, she does it. After playing a few games of patience Adele shut the computer down normally,
however when I tried to log on the next day the computer doesn’t recognise the log on at all and I’m locked out of it at
present. I sometimes think that Adele should only be allowed on the computer with a crocodile clip on her earlobe and an
earth wire attached to it leading out of the window down to our lawn. Strike two!
I’m at work at the moment rewriting this article from memory, as guess what? Our systems are down. As all our systems
are cloud based and our building has lost its uplink. Strike three and I’m out!
The article I sent to Peter for this issue is in the great washing machine of the World Wide Web and most probably like
those odd socks that vanish in your tumble drier, the article will probably never, ever be seen again. I writing this on the “C”
drive of my works computer as we’re sitting around waiting for our tech guys to put a plug back into the correct socket in
some dark, remote server room and so if my article is stranger than most of my articles (if that is at all possible) please
forgive me but for once it’s not my fault, honest.
The Brampton show last month was, I’m pleased to say, as good as ever. After a fast and pleasant run up there, Peter and
I emptied the car and set-up the stand with the help of Steve Crust and Bob Smith. I went for my customary wander around
and got chatting with Vince from Models for Sale about Shows, Expo and life in general. Out of the corner of my eye I
noticed a couple of AFV kits of the Kal and Shot Kal, Israeli adaptions of the venerable Centurion for £25 each. As I knew
my Son was looking for one or the other I sent him a text as he was in Germany at the time, 30 seconds later I had a reply
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asking me to pick-up both at that price, £50 down and I hadn’t even looked at anything for myself yet! After a few more
chats to traders and quick look around the stands I got back to the Hornchurch stand an hour and a half later gasping for a
coffee and sit down. The day then passed at its normal break-neck speed and we were soon packing up for the homeward
journey. My purchases were a Tamiya Fw.190 D-9 for a tenner and a couple of Airfix kits off of the local Air Ambulance
charity stand, a worthy cause but not one I want to use thank you. Another well organised show put on by the Brampton
Model Club and always well worth a visit. With just a couple of minor delays around Duxford, it was a pleasant ride home
with plenty of chat about the show and general modelling matters. Now all that remains is to turn my Son upside down to
shake the £50 out of his pockets! Sorry I haven’t included any photos from the show but as normal I only remembered that I
had my camera with me on the return trip, Doh!
The Nationals are now looming on the horizon and approaching rapidly, a show I always look forward to and enjoy
attending but also with a tinge of wariness as you never quite know what you’re going to find when you turn up on the day.
The stand has been moved to another hall, access to the stand had been restricted in some manner, we’ve had to wait out
in the rain are just a few of the quirks that the Executive Committee have thrown at the members at short notice. This year
it’s only four “set-up” passes are to be issued per club, again Health and Safety issues are cited, but it’s never explained
exactly what the risk is. Just another fun little quirk that has to be maneuvered around as best we can. I do know how hard
it is to organise a show and one the size of the Nationals must be a real headache and I have the upmost respect for the
Show Organiser but I do wonder if a show the size of the Nationals is perhaps correct / needed for the IPMS UK and is it
sustainable as a show run on such an ad hoc basis. That’s a personal view and not the view of IPMS Hornchurch.
Tonight’s meeting should involve a talk about the Polish Armoured Divisions by Jan Jarzembowski, this talk will particularly
interest me as I, in a very small way, might be part of it. A man I used to work with was a very strange man in most
respects and in one of his rare chatty moments mentioned that his Father was in the Free Polish Forces but as he was
estranged from his Father he didn’t know any details of his service or family history. I asked him if he or his Mother had any
badges, buttons, medals or paperwork relating to his military service that I could look at, photograph or take details of? No,
they threw it all away when he passed away, Arghh! However about six months later he walked up to my desk and dropped
a very dirty, dusty box onto my desk and said to me he found this box in the loft and was going to throw it away but knew
that I was interested in military stuff and it might be of interest. The box contained rolls of grimy photographic negatives with
no other identification at all. When I got the box home I looked at a few of the negatives and could make out tanks and a
large picture of a Jadgpanther but little else. Peter managed to scan a few of the negatives which revealed images of
parades with General Sikorski and Field Marshall Montgomery, Sherman Firefly’s, knocked out 88mm’s and the image of
the Jadgpanther, still smoking after being knocked out. From these pictures it was obvious that my friend’s Father must
have been something special as he seemed to have official access to a camera, lots of film and was in a fair bit of combat
situations. However I was looking into giving the negatives to the Sikorski Institute when Jan’s name was mentioned as a
person interested in Polish armour and having links to various bodies relating to that. So somewhere in tonight’s
presentation might be one or two of those images taken by my friend’s Father 70 years ago and went on a very convoluted
journey back to somebody that appreciates and could use them rather than end up in the dustbin.

My “official hat” is now on…..
Proper stuff now, now with my official hat on Congratulations to Alan Wright and Peter Bagshaw for a joint first in the
smaller scale Aircraft section with their H.P. Heyford and A-4 Skyhawk, with Paul Bird and Peter Bagshaw in second and
third places respectively.
The larger scale aircraft section was won by Ian Brown with his excellent Me.163 Komet. Steve Crust and Bob Lawrence
came second and third respectively
In the Miscellaneous section Ian Brown won with his J94 Saddle Tank, the only entry in the non-armour section
In the AFV section Bob Smith came first with his AMX 13/90 tank with Kevin Curly and Alan Wright coming second and
third.

Robin

Wrighty‛s “References”
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Crash Directory
Well here we are in
October our list of
crashes from April 2015
up to date with 1 a
month to September
2016. Well don’t hold
your breath, we have a
contestant for October
2016. A somewhat extraordinary competitor
but WrySpy must point out the very real
danger of this type of protest is extremely
dangerous. Airport security is not exonerated,
they need a well-directed boot to the rear end.
th
Read September 7 newspaper story of the
extreme danger, especially if a terrorist gets in
with the protestors.
Read the “Reverse
Racism” story for once we are “on-side” with
the papers.

Runway Crash @ Dubai
Dubai Airport not a proper crash I hear the more cynical
amongst you say. All the detail you need is on the little
cuttings. Emirates jet Boeing B777 incoming from India.
300 people on board could have been killed, but
escaped before the plane finally exploded.

Star treks “Kardashians” Had Nothing Like This
Captain Kirk & Spock had nothing like this and neither did their enemy from space shine
like Kim the US TV reality queen Kim. After 15 years of fame as a glamour girl, some of
you may have missed her rise in stature as you’re too young. If it is you just keep turning
the pages, till the football results come up.

Quiz
Most of you are regular show & museum visitors. How about this one?
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1
2
3
4
5
6

Smithsonian Museum, New York
Hendon Royal Air Force Museum, Colindale
Cosford Cold War Museum, Cosford
Imperial War Museum, Lambeth
Fleet Air Arm, Yeovilton
Ausburg/Munchen

WrySpy Warnings Continue
Here is a coroner’s report from the newspaper dated 03/09/2016, the reason why the crash
list is noted for the last 2 years in Sticky Fingers. You will recall the worst crash was the
Shoreham Hunter, also neglect at Herne Bay (near Margate), a light plane dives into the
sea, pilot neglect and several other mentions in the full crash list, see Sticky Fingers 148.
It’s not over yet though, stand by for more between November and Christmas.

A Little Beauty Fit for Royalty
I do not know this aircraft (de Havilland Twin Otter –
Peter), who builds such a luxurious seaplane, perhaps
you members who spend time on the net can find some
nd
1/72 plans on the 3 views please, if you let me know
or better still photocopies, a kit would be of course even
better but the searches through the model ads
(Matchbox or Revell have released the kit in
1/72nd). Why do I want one? Well I think it would
make a superb scratch build project, with a “what if” tag
to open up the options, specifically for decals of various
countries which makes an option for you the modeller to
create your own colour scheme. Maybe for those who manage to finish the course a special competition with a financial
st
nd
rd
reward to the 1 , 2 & 3 , as we have in the Modeller of the Year.
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MH17 Report
Newspaper reports on MH17 in Sticky Fingers
131 & 138 complete with pictures is given in
WrySpy which “told you so!” as you can read
in issue 138 November 2015 on the crash,
route and Buk rocket all of which contrived to
kill nearly 300 people. So we bring you a
copy of MH17’s fate in the Ukraine when she
fell to a Buk rocket as recorded by the Joint
Investigation teams from 5 countries, well we
can only say we told you way back in 2015
October. Yes it was a Russian rocket, a Buk
rocket or missile but not the Russians
themselves, the 5 countries need to listen to
WrySpy. Even after 2 years the JIB is still
guessing on the cause.

Alan

Competition Results for 3rd Round 2016
Wally Arrowsmith Trophy (Aircraft)
1/72nd Scale or Less
Position

1st =
nd

2
3rd

Alan Wright

Entrant
Alan Wright
Peter Bagshaw
Paul Bird

Model
Handley Page Heyford
McDonnell Douglas A-4B Skyhawk
Phoenix D.II

Peter Bagshaw

Mikoyan Mig-21 SM

1/72nd Scale or less
Handley Page Heyford
Peter Bagshaw

Paul Bird

Votes
51
44
27

McDonnell Douglas A-4B Skyhawk

Phoenix D.II
Peter Bagshaw

Mikoyan Mig-21 SM

Greater than 1/72nd Scale
Position

1st
2nd
3rd
4th
5th

Entrant
Ian Brown

Model
Messerschmitt Me-163

Steve Crust
Bob Lawrence
David Morse
David Morse

McDonnell Douglas A-4N Skyhawk
P-51 Mustang Racer
Hawker Hurricane
Supermarine Spitfire

Votes
55
46
44
26
21

Ian Brown

Greater than 1/72nd Scale
Messerschmitt Me-163
Steve Crust

Bob Lawrence

P-51 Mustang Racer

David Morse

David Morse

Supermarine Spitfire

Positions after 3rd Round
Position
st
1
nd
2
rd
3
th =

4

th

5

McDonnell Douglas A-4N Skyhawk

Entrant
Paul Bennett
Ian Brown
Bob Lawrence
David Morse
Paul Bird
Peter Bagshaw
Alan Wright
Steve Crust
John Bennett
Charles Thompson
Allen Roffey
Brian Breeze
John Huston

Points
96
88
67
63
56
48
41
34
21
17

Hawker Hurricane

IPMS Hornchurch Trophy (Miscellaneous)
Military Vehicles
Position
st
1
nd
2
rd
3

Entrant
Bob Smith
Kevin Curley
Alan Wright

Model
AMX-13/90
Austin KZ
Queen Mary Trailer

Votes
55
48
40

Miscellaneous - Armour
Bob Smith

AMX-13/90

Alan Wright

Kevin Curley

Austin KZ

Queen Mary Trailer

Miscellaneous
Position
st
1

Entrant
Ian Brown

Ian Brown

Model
J94 Saddle tank Train 0-6-0
Miscellaneous
J94 Saddle tank Train 0-6-0

Positions after 3rd Round
Position
1st
2nd
rd

3 =
th

4
th
5

Entrant
Kevin Curley
Peter Bagshaw
Bob Smith
Ian Brown
Bob Lawrence
Alan Wright

Points
67
63
50
48
21

Votes
50

